9 1/2” / 24 cm

The “2 in 1”Hoof
The HOOF-it® ‘All in One’ Hoof Stand,
designed by Farrier Steve Samet, features a shock absorbing, integrated rubber cradle and hoof post into one easy
to use unit.

Benefits for Farriers, Veterinarians and
Horse Owners who use the HOOF-it®
Hoof Stand include:
√ Easy to use “All in One” innovative
unit design integrates both the post and
cradle into one.
√ The innovative design of the HOOF-it®
Hoof Stand dramatically reduces your
risk of getting injured during hoof care
tasks.
√ The HOOF-it Stand is ideally suited for
use with all types of horses, including
older horses that require special support
and comfort during hoof care tasks.
√ The rubber cushioned cradle fits different hoof sizes and hugs the hoof.
Let HOOF-it® Hoof Stand deal with the
majority of the horses weight during any
type of hoof care tasks, rather than your
back or knees.
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6 1/2” / 16.5

13” / 33 cm

The Hoof Stand provides stable and safe
support for the horse, allowing it to relax
without putting all of its weight on you.
For additional safety and stability when
working with the Hoof-it® Stand try the
following:
* keep one foot on the base unit when
working with the Hoof-it® Hoof Stand
* do not leave the horses’ leg or hoof in
the cradle or on the stand when unattended.

Draft Stand

Horse Stand
18” / 46 cm

From Stand to Cradle
in one easy step.

Working heights (measured from the ground):
Stand:
low: Horse: 20” / 51 cm - Draft: same
fully extended: Horse: 27” / 68 cm - Draft: same
Standard cradle:
top width: Horse: 6 1/2” / 16.5 cm - Draft: 9 1/2” / 24 cm
depth: Horse: 2 1/2” / 5.5 cm - Draft: 3 1/4” / 7.8 cm
Base:
High (ion top of the clip): Horse: 13” / 33 cm - Draft: same
Width : Horse: 18” / 46 cm - Draft: same
Ball :
height: Horse: 1 5/8” / 4.5 cm - Draft: same
diameter
2 1/2” / 6.5 cm - Dract: same
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Assemble
1. A) Stand B) Cradle and C) Green Base.

2.Take A (stand) and insert into B (cradle)

The HOOF-it Hoof Stand is
the only stand on the market
that switches from a stand
to a cradle in one easy
step. NO need to remove
any parts. The stand retracts
right into the cradle.
Made for the professional
farrier, equine owner and
Veterinarian.

HOOF-it “2 in 1”
Hoof Stand

3. Put both A (stand) and B (Cradle) into
C (green base).

4. After A (stand) and B (cradle) are inserted into C
(green base) you will need to make a one time tension adjustment. Tighten the clamping mechanism
tight enough so that when clamp is in the “locked”
position it will hold part A (the stand) up without any
slippage. Do this by pulling the clamp handle out
straight (in a loose or “unlocked” position) then, while
holding the left nut, turn the handle clockwise until
you hit the desired tension (test by pulling the hoof
stand (part A) up and lock clamp, making sure it is
holding the stand up tightly). When you have found
your desired tension, it will be one easy step to switch
from stand to cradle and adjust the height of your
stand or cradle.
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